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Machines and Texts: Writing the History of Educational Technology in Latin America

JOSEP SIMON

Today, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are portrayed as the solution to underdevelopment, for their capacity to improve education, business and good governance.1 A significant amount of pioneering ICT initiatives for education designed in the US or Europe have used Latin America as a privileged ground to become global. A new literature that critically analyses projects such as One Laptop per Child or Computers for Schools in several Latin American countries is currently burgeoning in the field of Science and Technology Studies. Concomitantly, work produced within a range of disciplines interested in educational research is contributing to dismantle the restrictively presentist understanding of educational ICT as mere computing solutions, in favour of more comprehensive and nuanced definitions of educational technologies.

In this novel perspective, educational ICT would be a contemporary case study of a longue durée history of technologies in the classroom, including items such as blackboards, slide rules, textbooks, student and teacher notebooks, slide and film projectors, television and film, laboratory guides, examinations and tests, programmed instruction manuals, museum and laboratory collections, teaching machines and a number of utopian projects conceived to improve education. Research analysing these technologies and the practices associated with them is still scarce and scattered in several academic fields that do not often interact – among others, science and technology studies, history of education, history of science, history of technology, media studies, museum studies and contemporary science education. While the literature is large, its analytical quality is unequal, and a focus from the history of technology perspective is rare.

In this paper, I will provide an exploratory analytical review of this literature and my own research experience. I will start by providing a historically-contextualized
characterization of educational technology. Subsequently, through case studies on different Latin American national contexts, I will discuss the potential of investigating nineteenth-century patents of invention of pedagogical tools and teaching machines for primary education. Finally I will analyse the rise of audio-visual and mass communication in the context of US-Latin American cultural diplomacy during the Cold War. By necessity, the approach in this paper is more empirical than theoretical, and it presents a series of sketches that offer a partial coverage of a comprehensive view of this history in the Latin American region. Nonetheless, by adopting a broad perspective, combined with exemplary case studies and an interdisciplinary literature review, the main aim of this paper is to suggest a new historiographical and methodological agenda for research on education in Latin America within the history of technology.

TECHNOLOGIES OF EDUCATION

In 1970, the first Brazilian symposium on the teaching of physics was held in São Paulo under the auspices of the Sociedade Brasileira de Física (Brazilian Physics Society). A major panel was devoted to the teaching of physics in secondary education with the participation of university physicists, school teachers and science education researchers across the country. Presentations dealt with multiple aspects ranging from pedagogical philosophy to syllabi, examinations, teacher training, careers and salaries. A critical point was the discussion of the role of pedagogical packages imported from the United States – such as those of the Physical Science Study Committee (PSSC) and Harvard Project Physics – in changing how physics was taught in Brazil. Participants considered that these foreign initiatives had had great impact, especially through their textbooks. However, Brazilian schools required not just mere translations of foreign textbooks, but the national production of pedagogical packages adapted to the specific needs of national schools, teachers and students.²

Textbooks had been a traditional way of teaching physics in Brazil since at least the nineteenth century, and the problems of contemporary science teaching were often attributed to its bookish nature.³ However, in this context, a novel and broader definition of these traditional teaching tools emerged. In discussion with his colleagues, Antônio S. Teixeira Jr., professor of physics at the Universidade de São Paulo and the author of a standard secondary school physics textbook, contended that it was not just a question of texts but of technologies:

I consider this as technology too. Texts come together with a teaching material, an orientation, a work; it is an importation of a whole educational technology, linked to the text. The PSSC is not only a text but a set of materials.⁴

In fact, the PSSC pedagogical package, released in 1960 in the US and translated in Brazil a few years later, comprised not only a main textbook, but also other teaching materials.⁵ However, Teixeira referred not only to these elements, but to the design features of a textbook, as a technology with an in-built pedagogical philosophy, technique and knowledge structure. Thus, the appropriation of a textbook into teaching practice commonly required specific training for teachers on how to use it, and its particular design could contribute to drive particular actions
involving teacher and students in the classroom. Technology and technique went hand in hand with the production and use of an object (a textbook) that many science and technology researchers oblivious to the epistemological relevance of education would qualify as ‘the last existential act’ in the making of knowledge.6

The PSSC project had originated in a proposal for the production of ‘Movie Aids for Teaching Physics in High Schools’ presented at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1956. Between 1956 and 1960, through a military-industrial inspired organization and grants from the National Science Foundation, the Sloan Foundation and Ford Foundation, the PSSC, constituted by a team of several hundred physicists, high school teachers, instrument makers, filmmakers, photographers, editors, typists and educational test designers, developed a new physics course which comprised a main textbook, teacher’s guides, laboratory handbooks, scientific instrument kits, films and a series of popular science books. Its development included experimental trials at pilot schools prior to the commercialization of the packages, and training workshops for acculturating teachers in the use of PSSC materials. A non-profit corporation was established to administer the PSSC products.7

The project aimed at breaking with the ways in which physics had previously been taught – including the inadequacy of available textbooks and the excessive textbook-dependence of teaching – and to align the new applications of cinema and television with education. It grew from a proposal for the production of educational films into a more complex pedagogical package which also included scientific instruments, a textbook and several other printed materials. In line with contemporary educational psychology, these pedagogical materials emphasized depth over breadth by focusing contents and pedagogical rationale on the conceptual structure of subjects and on teaching through inquiry.8

The PSSC project was a success in the US and internationally. The earliest foreign editions of its main course were translations into Spanish and Portuguese produced and used in Latin America during the early 1960s.9 Latin America was a privileged region for the production and trial of science teaching materials originally designed in the US or on site by local educationists and international agencies such as UNESCO. In the US, the PSSC project opened the way to subsequent projects of pedagogical innovation in physics (such as the Harvard Project Physics), other sciences (biology, chemistry, geology) and the social sciences. It contributed to establish a permanent base at MIT for innovative educational projects with international projection which – although not a cumulative history – has built a tradition running until our days. The type of projects launched by the PSSC at MIT would move during the 1960s and 1970s to educational projects on other subjects (e.g. technological and environmental studies, community education and medicine), the design of programmed instruction texts inspired in B. F. Skinner’s teaching machines and Fred S. Keller’s Personalized System of Instruction, and the production of computer generated films, and computer educational programmes and tutorials (e.g. ELIZA and PLATO).10 It was this context that shaped the views of MIT entrepreneurs such as Seymour Papert and Nicholas Negroponte on the potential of computers for education, through concepts such as the ‘Knowledge Machine’ and ‘constructionism’ that contributed decades later to the establishment of MIT Media Lab and the development of projects such as One Laptop per Child (OLPC).11
Antônio Teixeira’s definition of textbooks as technologies was received at first with some puzzlement at the 1970 Brazilian physics teaching symposium. But in the 1970s, in practice this conception became standard in the development of Brazilian projects for the teaching of physics such as the PEF (Projeto de Ensino de Física), the PBEF (Projeto Brasileiro para o Ensino de Física), and the FAI (Física Auto-Instrutivo). Brazilian educational researchers were perfectly familiar since at least the early 1960s, with the new overarching concept of educational tools, teaching methods and pedagogical innovation projects as technologies. Moreover, they were part of the international development of systems of programmed instruction that blurred the boundaries between texts and machines. In this period, Brazil was also the centre of operations for UNESCO’s pilot project of experimental science teaching which developed a programmed instruction course in physics combining texts, instrument kits and films. Analogously, the Keller Plan developed by American behavioural psychologist Fred S. Keller (based on his Personalized System of Instruction), originated from conversations between Keller, a colleague at Arizona State University, and two psychology professors at the newly created Universidade de Brasília, where the method was first tried before being successfully implemented in the US.

By the late 1960s Brazilian physicists were also experimenting with the implementation of computers in education. Sérgio Mascarenhas, director of the Institute of Physics at the Universidade Federal de São Paulo, considered that the great revolution of the twentieth century would not be satellites or nuclear physics, but the making of a whole new educational technology using computers, television, magnetic tapes and films, among others. According to him, in contrast to other type of industries limited by market saturation, this was a vast and ever-expanding market due to population growth and the increase of free time brought by machine civilization. In this context the rise of the electronic computer industry for education was an enormously lucrative business as developments in the US were demonstrating. Efforts in this direction were also being developed in Brazilian universities.

Mascarenhas argued against objections to the use of computers in teaching, that:

It is not an inhuman technique for the fact that the student is learning with a machine. On the contrary: there are many teachers in Brazil that are machines much colder than computers.

Mascarenhas’ enthusiasm could not hide that the utopian forecast of the new machine-based pedagogy intended in some ways the substitution of teachers, and concealed that the design of each educational technology involves the implementation of a particular pedagogical philosophy.

The close relationship between Latin America and the US in the making and definition of educational technology would not be accurately characterized by a history of continuities over half a century. Nonetheless, today, a number of projects originally designed in North America such as OLPC and Computers for Schools, exemplify again the intensity of these interactions. The impact of these type of projects in Latin America is currently receiving a great deal of attention within educational research, producing a large body of literature which however is often biased by a literal replication of the triumphalist statements of its developers.
However, there is also a growing body of critical literature on this topic within the field of Science and Technology Studies which deserves mention. Research on OLPC has shown the relevance of Latin America for contemporary computer in education projects. In 2012, more than 80 per cent of OLPC’s international reach (affecting globally forty-six countries) was focused on ten Latin American countries. An ethnographic investigation of this programme in Peruvian rural primary schools revealed the sharp contrast between OLPC leaders’ fundamental belief in educational transformation by expansion of technological access, and the serious failures of this programme. Designed at MIT as a global solution, the programme did not take into account the educational and cultural diversity of the numerous countries in which it was implemented. In contrast, engineers and social anthropologists working locally identified the need of developing collaboration with local teachers and students to produce a fruitful pedagogical appropriation of this technological package. Thus, the traditional conception of centre and periphery mediated by diffusion — held by the project designers — was reconfigured as a productive process of negotiation in which a diversity of agents in rural areas located in so-called peripheral countries would be able to reshape the design of educational technologies in order to fulfil their intended mission. An analogous study of the introduction of OLPC laptops in primary and secondary education institutions in Paraguay displayed the stark difference between OLPC designers’ pedagogical ideals and the pedagogical philosophy required for these schools. Engaging with the culture of students, teachers and parents in Paraguayan schools was deemed a fundamental requirement to develop this educational programme, which paradoxically the MIT ideologues had not contemplated. In this perspective, OLPC leaders can be aligned with a view of educational technology shaped by a material and conceptual fetishism of machines. Moreover, this ethnographic investigation pinpointed the interest of applying the concept of charisma to research on the users and uses of educational technologies, as Paraguayan students, teachers and parents often thought that they were responsible of the programme’s failure due to their inability to use its computers properly. This object charisma was ingrained in their more general expectation of joining the information society promoted by the Paraguayan government. Similar conclusions and approaches have arisen in other Latin American countries for other computer in education programmes such as Computadores para Educar in Ecuador.

The fact that understanding educational technologies requires dealing not only with technology but also with education, and that both involve particular social, political and economic rationalities which are contingent and changing in time and place, might seem a truism. However, as we have seen, it defies notions about new educational technologies commonly held by designers and the public. In 1989, the second edition of a review volume on the computer revolution recalled that for more than two decades the claim that computers were about to revolutionize education had been periodically announced without actually happening. Although a particular definition of educational technology crystallized between the 1960s and 1970s in Latin America and beyond, it was far more diverse than what is usually meant today as ICT for education. Furthermore, a quick retrospective glimpse at our recent history is sufficient to evince the limitations of holding a single
definition of technologies of education. The presence of technology in classrooms and its use in teaching is much older and diverse. Accordingly, in the next sections I will go back in time and present briefly two case studies that exemplify an interdisciplinary but historically nuanced approach to educational technology. The first section deals with patents for primary school teaching machines and techniques, the second with audio-visual and mass communication media for education.

PATENTS OF PEDAGOGICAL INNOVATION

The provision of teaching materials for schools was a high priority for the newly independent republics in Latin America since the early decades of the nineteenth century. This involved the supply of textbooks, which initially were often translations of European works or books especially produced for Latin America in cosmopolitan book trade capitals such as London and Paris. Subsequently, this production was typically diversified and strengthened with the concurrence of national authors, and by the mid-twentieth century governments were making large investments in a national textbook production for primary and secondary education. Textbooks as research objects for Latin American history have caught the interest of historians of education and educational researchers. In contrast, research on other type of educational technologies is more limited. This is in fact an international problem for the history of education which is still finding its way towards the production of more analytical investigations on its material culture, through dialogue with other disciplines such as museum and media studies, science and technology studies and the history of science.

Thus we know for instance that, in the first decades of the nineteenth century in Colombia, schools based on the Bell-Lancaster monitorial system of instruction were catered with writing samples, blackboards, carbon pencils, pens, inkwells, paper and charts dealing with topics such as spelling, morality, national constitution, grammar, arithmetic and geography. Although there was a plan to provide schools and universities with cabinets of physics, chemistry and natural history, it took several decades to introduce this type of educational technologies. Towards the end of the century, collections of machine models, scientific instruments and geological samples were purchased through agreements with European countries. Similar characteristics are found in the supply of primary school materials in Mexico during the same period. In the last decades of the nineteenth century, in Brazil, school materials imported for object-teaching included for instance: Parker letters, Prang models, Deyrolle and Saffray collection cabinets, lathes, anatomical models, physics and chemistry apparatus, and geographical, natural history and weights and measures system charts. In the first half of the twentieth century new items were added, for instance audio-visual means such as projectors and turntables. In Argentina comparable collections were created and arranged in school museums through acquisition of pedagogical materials produced in France and Germany. Towards the end of the nineteenth century some local teachers and manufacturers were producing encyclopaedic boxes designed for object lessons in national perspective. By the second half of the century the secondary schools in the major cities of Argentina, Brazil or Mexico had major collections for the teaching of physics, chemistry and
natural history. The account provided here is eminently descriptive, as is the sample secondary literature in which it is based. In the following, I exemplify a more analytical approach that can show the potential to get deeper into our historical understanding of nineteenth-century educational technologies in Latin America. I have chosen a case study on patents for its ability to integrate several relevant lines of inquiry in this context. Dealing with patents, advertisements, or extant teaching collections is a mandatory prerequisite to document the Latin American contribution to the production and use of educational technologies. A selection of patents preserved in Mexico can serve as an illustrative example of this approach.

Extant patents or privileges for the exploitation of teaching inventions in nineteenth-century Mexico are in fact a very small part of all patents preserved in Mexican archives. They range from 1836 to 1890 (although primarily concentrated in the second half of the century) and represent less than one per cent of a corpus of documents privileging other fields of technological invention such as agriculture, transport, construction, mining or metallurgy. Pedagogical inventions were included in the class of ‘stationery, teaching and popularization articles’ subdivided in two further categories: ‘office articles, letter press printing machines, bookbinding, teaching articles, and typewriters’ and ‘book jackets, publicity, mailing, communication by carrier pigeons and signals’. Documents on pedagogical invention preserved at the Mexico City and Mexican national archives are of two types: applications for permission to introduce or commercialize teaching inventions in the city’s schools, evaluated by a municipal school commission (called privileges) and patents per se, which were subject to examination by a government commission. In practice, the process of patent evaluation rarely discussed the usefulness of inventions, but only their compliance with legislation and public safety. The loose practice of patent registration and control justifies a combined analysis of these two archival sets.

Due to the marginal and fragmentary character of this documentation, it would be difficult to produce a quantitative analysis able to explain the role of educational technology inventions in the transformation and improvement of educational practice, as it is often customary in economic history and the history of technology. In spite of the benefits of such an approach, it is well known that patents are not an exact measure of all technological inventions in a national context, that inventing is different from patenting, and it is still a matter of discussion whether patents have promoted or obstructed technological change. The approach used here is qualitative, but it still serves the aim of suggesting ways in which the study of educational technology inventions could contribute to the study of educational practice and change.

If we discard the privileges awarded for the introduction of textbooks, primers, treatises or encyclopaedias in schools, there was a relevant number of privileges and patents that presented inventions of techniques and technologies aimed at improving teaching practice. These included reading, writing and counting techniques, and technologies integrating a number of different school subjects in the form of pedagogical systems, encyclopaedic boxes and teaching machines. Their authors are in general little known, they were Mexican, and were teachers (in public or private schools), mechanics, traders or independent entrepreneurs. Among these inventions, writing techniques were in general implemented through the design of notebooks that included letter patterns that the pupil would have to fill with ink following
carefully the path formed by the pattern, or different types of horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines constituting a scaffold allowing the young writer to get an exact calligraphy through repetition. Most of these inventions insisted on the importance of hand and body posture, thus being techniques and technologies intended to discipline students' bodies. There were also machines devised to print these type of writing guide techniques, a blackboard made of darkened glass allowing to copy different sets of calligraphy placed in the background, or a mechanical spelling machine formed by a turning disc with four concentric rows of letters (from simple letters to three and four letter combinations) with windows displaying letter combinations that changed when turning the disc, and a machine aimed at ‘solving any arithmetic problem’.

Some of these inventions targeted several school subjects and advocated for their integrated learning through objects. In 1887, Pomposo Becerril, an artist and teacher who directed the School of Arts and Trades in Toluca, the Mexico state capital, presented an application for a patent on a method for the simultaneous teaching of geography and arithmetic, designed as a board game. Another teacher in the state of Mexico, Clemente Antonio Neve, proposed a school instruction system designed to teach reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, cosmography, political and physical geography and history through a series of chests of drawers containing three-dimensional coloured letters, numbers and balls, dolls, writing samples, pictures, diagrams, blackboards, square and circular panels and an arrangement of circular tables. Analogously, there were patent applications for encyclopaedic boxes as small chests of drawers containing hundreds of objects (minerals, vegetables, preserved animals or parts of them, woods and industrial products) conceived for object lessons.

Neve is known for his firm advocacy for the teaching method called ‘intuitive teaching’ or ‘objective teaching’ which organized teaching through the manipulation of everyday simple objects and the use of the senses by school pupils. For instance, he used rosaries to teach mathematics as a way to materialize arithmetic. He was also the inventor of an ‘Intuitive Machine for the teaching in schools’, a cube (occupying a volume of one cubic metre) to whose sides were attached different movable figures. Each movable piece (discs or squares) had printed information on its surface and was attached to the cube by poles that allowed their spinning. Some of these discs had also radial metal rods where sets of coloured balls could be placed. According to Neve, working with his machine two hours in the morning and two hours in the afternoon would be enough for adequate school performance. With this mechanical system he planned to teach reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar, geography and cosmography by establishing arithmetic, geometric and chromatic homologies between syllables, numbers and planets with the arrangement of the discs and balls in his machine. Not in vain, in his patent application Neve referred to the logic machine invented by Ramon Lull in the thirteenth century, and it is likely he was inspired by it. He also accused a contemporary competitor of plagiarism: according to him, a machine presented the same month by Antonio P. Castilla with similar aims to his, under the name of ‘Caleideslojico’ (a combination of ‘kaleidoscope’ and ‘logical’) was in fact a copy of an invention well known in the schools of Germany and the US and described for instance in a Manual of School Material published in New York in 1874, which he cited. In contrast, his invention was the
result of a thirty-year experience as a teacher, and it had deserved awards in the Agricultural and Mechanical Annual Fair held in St. Louis, Missouri in 1879, and a similar competition in Puebla. Castilla was also a teacher in Mexico City (where Neve had moved and opened a private school) and an active author of patent applications for teaching inventions.

Accusations of plagiarism or lack of novelty were usual in the process of these Mexican patent applications, and in disputes over their originality one of the most usual arguments of competing applicants or patent official reviewers was that the pretended invention had already been invented abroad and copied or adapted by the Mexican applicant. Some patent applications included quite detailed drawings; they were in general figurative (not technical) representations. It appears that the Mexican authorities did not require inventors to deposit at least their invention prototype. As a result, and taking into account that – as far as I know – there are no preserved collections of nineteenth-century educational technologies (including teaching machines) for primary education in Mexico, it is difficult to know if these inventions were actually produced, if they were manufactured in a relevant number, or if they were introduced and used in schools at all.

Historians of the nineteenth-century scientific instrument trade have noted that instrument makers often included in their catalogues reference to instruments that had never been produced, as a way to attract customers by displaying an encyclopaedic repertoire of available products. Historians of technology have demonstrated that patent applications were in several ways literary constructions aimed at protecting for as long as possible inventor’s rights, discarding competitors, recovering investments and claiming profit over future inventions based on similar scientific or technological mechanisms. The educational technologies presented in this section were technically rudimentary, both in design, materials and production, and possibly they were produced in small numbers. In the same period, in Europe, countries such as France and Germany were producing scientific instruments for primary and secondary education in large workshops which not only catered for national demand, but were massively exported abroad to other European countries, the Latin American republics and North America, among others. In spite of what appears to be a much more modest production, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the Mexican patent documents presented here are extremely valuable since they can show how Mexican teachers, mechanics and traders saw pedagogical innovation for the improvement of national school education, what their horizons were, and how they conceived teaching and learning. Moreover, through these patents we can investigate the expectations of technification and technologization of education and the ideas on what a teaching machine should be, in a Latin American country such as Mexico, during the second half of the nineteenth century.

**AUDIO-VISUAL AND MASS COMMUNICATION MEDIA FOR EDUCATION**

In the course of the nineteenth century, new technologies progressively found their way into Latin American classrooms through the initiatives of teachers, inventors, traders and governments. The machines and techniques that they imagined and
designed were grounded in particular pedagogical philosophies (such as object lessons and experimental physics demonstrations). Thus, they contributed to definitions of educational technology related but different to those arising in the twentieth century that I presented in the first section of this paper.

By the mid-twentieth century the use of audio-visual and mass communication media for teaching were on the rise through a more massive distribution of educational technologies in schools, and efforts to standardize their use that contributed to diversification and specialization of teaching practices. In Mexico, Roberto Moreno García and María de la Luz López Ortiz, two teachers and professors at the national teacher training school and the faculty of philosophy and letters of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), published an important manual on audio-visual education synthesizing their experiences. 49 Its preface opened with a controversial claim:

Film projection, applied with anarchy and lack of pedagogical systematization is one of the greatest evils that are currently threatening our national educational system.

The authors compared the risks of contemporary enthusiasm for film projection in schools with the advent of the printing press in the sixteenth century that initially had turned teaching into a bookish practice. The problem was defined as follows: films and slides had arrived in large amounts to schools because of their affordable prices, promoting the belief that all school subjects could be taught exclusively through their projection, and discarding other relevant teaching tools. Retrospectively films had occupied the privileged space that once books had, and the idea that teaching equalled technical mastery of projection machines was becoming established.40 We can see here the charismatic status that new educational technologies often take.51 The authors reminded that no more than 20 per cent of the more than 20,000 schools in Mexico had electricity supply. Only a very limited number of schools would be able to use these new educational technologies. Moreover, it was a mistake to think that mechanical apparatus could substitute teachers’ action. Without denying their interest, teaching involved a wider range of techniques and technologies within a long history of educational experience, including models, blackboards, charts, school field trips (to nature, the city, or museums), graphic materials, drama representations, clubs, a long repertoire of audio-visual projection techniques, scientific instruments, radio and television.

Their manual provided a description of more than one hundred such materials and stressed their inscription in the framework of several pedagogical philosophies and techniques that should guide teaching practice, organized in five classes that they entitled ‘Mexico Classification’. Furthermore, it displayed empirical data on educational technologies and teaching practice surveys carried forward in Mexico, and a good knowledge of international developments.52 In 1951, Moreno had established a Service of Audiovisual Education at UNAM, and through different executive positions in the national school system he developed a sustained programme for the training of teachers as a way to produce a rational and efficient introduction of educational technologies in Mexican schools. For this purpose a good knowledge of pedagogical foundations and techniques was mandatory, in
order to avoid improvisation and to subdue the economic interests of the educational
technology marketplace to school needs.\textsuperscript{53}

Although a good amount of the new educational technologies (e.g. films and their
projection apparatus) were still imported, during the second half of the twentieth
century there was a rising Latin American production of audio-visual and mass
communication media for education. Countries such as Mexico, Brazil, Argentina
and Chile had started to produce educational films since the 1920s.\textsuperscript{54} Moreover,
since the 1930s, Colombia, Argentina, Uruguay and Venezuela had national
educational radio networks.\textsuperscript{55} The first national radio networks in Latin America
were created with a cultural and educational goal, and they originally broadcasted
specially designed educational programmes. These pioneer radio stations were called
in some of these countries ‘schools of the air’.\textsuperscript{56}

The experience of these educational networks inspired the establishment of
television broadcasting between the 1950s and 1960s in all Latin American countries.\textsuperscript{57}
Countries such as Colombia were offering in the 1960s teaching through television
on selected primary school subjects. Colombian broadcasters received technical
support from US agencies. In the same period the Organization of American States
agreed the creation of a Latin American Television Centre to train educational
television professionals, with headquarters in Colombia, Mexico, Chile and Argentina.
The development of educational television over large territories also involved
technical challenges such as the establishment of terrestrial or satellite networks.\textsuperscript{58}
Educational television and radio have survived until our days especially in support of
education in rural areas in Latin American countries.\textsuperscript{59} However, their history displays
more ruptures than continuities, since many projects were ephemeral and ended after
several years for financial, technical or political problems.\textsuperscript{60}

In spite of the difficulties to establish stable platforms for the production of
educational technologies in Latin America, there were countries such as Mexico,
Chile and Brazil that developed relevant experiences in the training of teachers from
across the continent and the production of pedagogical packages. Through
agreements with UNESCO a Latin American institute of educational cinematography
was established in Mexico (1956),\textsuperscript{61} a Latin American mission on audio-visual aids
in Chile (1960s),\textsuperscript{62} and a project producing science teaching educational technologies
in Brazil (1950s to 1970s). UNESCO’s Latin American experience was subsequently
exported to other parts of the world. The Brazilian project was an exemplary
experience, originally starting in university laboratories where science kits were
produced for some schools in the São Paulo state, subsequently moving to factory
premises in order to expand production to the nation’s schools, and finally
broadening its production to the medical technology market.\textsuperscript{63} These projects were
not only national but constituted poles of educational production and training across
the Latin American region.

CONCLUSIONS
Computers, tablets and online platforms are invading the way we think and practice
teaching and learning, as inevitable references in government policies for educational
improvement, and international discourses of socio-economic development. The
degree to which the idea of education has been technified and technologized, and educational technology features in the public arena is perhaps unprecedented. Nonetheless, electronic machines are just one type of educational technologies among a large set of technological objects designed for educational action since at least the nineteenth century. With hindsight, we can see that most new educational technologies were endowed at the time of their introduction with a charisma that contributes to obscure the substance of their contribution to teaching and learning. In spite of the escalating technologization of our society and the undeniable power of educational technologies, a historical and sociological analysis demonstrates that education is still in the hands of human teachers whose practice is shaped by sociocultural features connected to geopolitical location. Technologies per se would be unable to perform education and to produce educational change. While this might be obvious for historians of technology and Science and Technology Studies scholars, it is still a relevant point to raise towards education scholars and policy makers, and overall to claim the need to historicize educational technology and its practices.

In the twenty-first century Latin America is a privileged field for the trial and commercialization of new educational technologies, and as we have seen, this has been the case since at least the nineteenth century. The importation of teaching instruments, machines and techniques was common in the nineteenth century and it went on during the twentieth century. Moreover, as this paper suggests since the nineteenth century Latin America has also produced educational technology inventions, transformative appropriations of imported technologies, and significant international experiences in pedagogical innovation. While we move towards the inflexible implementation of ‘global’ educational quality indicators, the technopedagogical inventiveness of teachers such as Antonio Neve, the participation of Brazilian researchers in the development of programmed instruction and school science kit design, or the experience of Mexican, Brazilian, Argentinian and Colombian teams in the development of educational radio, cinema, and television, are relevant landmarks to pinpoint.

In contrast to the restrictive definition that characterizes common understandings of ICT for education today, there were particular definitions of educational technology in different historical periods. In nineteenth-century Mexico, printed materials, writing, reading and counting techniques and tools, and encyclopaedic boxes, could be arranged together with teaching machines which developed pedagogical sequences in the classroom. Between the 1920s and 1960s in Latin America, the rise of cinema, radio and television, and the growth and diversification of technologies of image projection opened the way to new terms and meanings such as audio-visual aids and mass communication media. Between the 1960s and 1970s, the production of pedagogical packages for science teaching in Brazil contributed to the conception of educational technology as a kit integrating many – if not all – of the elements previously mentioned in a different pedagogical framework.

In parallel, the production of educational technologies from the nineteenth century to our days has seen major changes such as the move from the solitary inventor to large and interdisciplinary teams, the technification and specialization in educational technology design, commercialization and teaching manipulation, and its role in the institutionalization and professionalization of educational research.
Our discussion of textbooks as technologies and programmed instruction in the context of Brazilian educational research in the 1960s to 1970s, and on the textual qualities of nineteenth-century Mexican teaching machines, are illustrative examples of these trends. As I have argued in this paper, the research objects that I have empirically defined as educational technologies (from textbooks to computers) and the historical phenomena in which they are inscribed, require an integrated approach considering their historically nuanced technological and pedagogical diversity, but dealing with them as a whole. In this context, Latin America features prominently for the historical and contemporary relevance of its educational technology experiences and the great potential of case studies in this geopolitical region of the world. This research agenda requires collaboration between a wide range of disciplines interested in educational practice as a research field, and thus it constitutes a great opportunity for future research in the history of technology.
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